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Welcome to the premier issue of Architectural
Technology Quarterly, the AATO’s digital magazine.
Production of such a high end product takes the
committed effort of a strong team of individuals.
I wish to recognize the entire Communications
Committee: Eileen Tessier for keeping the entire
team focused; Italo Leonardi for his focus on future branding; Alonzo Jones for our magazine
title; and Demetre Bazios as the Chair of the
Committee and Copy Editor. The biggest thank
you goes to the tireless efforts of Jim Dodge our
Layout Editor and the designer of this magazine’s
look. His publication for the AATO London Chapter, “Spire”, was the catalyst to produce a quality
product.
We have continued with Council profiles in this
issue. With the previous updates including the
Chair of Communications Committee and myself;
we are focusing on the other Executive Officers of
the AATO. Future editions of AATO Update and
ATQ will include profiles of the remaining Councilors.
Enjoy all the content but I ask you to review the
articles on IIDEX and our SB-12 seminar, as there
is time sensitive content located in these articles.
Future issues will include content on Council initiatives, member commentary, upcoming events
and educational opportunities. Members should
submit articles on interesting projects, services
and issues of concern to our Layout Editor, Jim
Dodge for placement in future issues.

Sharon Creasor, M.A.A.T.O.
President
screasor@sympatico.ca

The views and opinions expressed within the articles published herein are those of the author and
do not necessarily reflect the views of the Association of Architectural Technologists of Ontario .
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If you wish to contact me directly regarding our
publications or any other AATO issue, please
email at the address listed below.
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Formosa 1140

Bold and Gregarious, this 16,000 square foot, 4 storey multi-family housing unit is West Hollywood California embraces the
natural warmth and serenity of local vegetation despite the extravagant red clad façade. Often in architecture we lean towards the natural harmony of the colours of the environment, it is rare to behold a building that dares to bare fiery reds and
burnt amber hues.
Designed by Lorcan O’Herlihy Architects (LOHA) and constructed in 2008, Formosa 1140 is an eleven unit housing complex
comprised of perforated and solid corrugated metal panel cladding and wood stained cedar siding, adorned with aluminum
window frames to create a well composed and visually stimulating exterior. Though audacious and courageous, the unique
colour scheme of the exterior finishes is not the only interesting statement this structure has to offer.
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Formosa 1140

Formosa 1140 emphasizes the central importance of shared open space and community living. What makes this structure’s
plan unique is the way in which the units are organized for green space frontage. By shifting what is conventionally provided
as central core functions, such as unit access corridors and staircases to one side of the building, the Architect was able to provide each unit with a front and rear facing view of the beautifully landscaped site, which includes a public accessed park. The
resulting achievement is that of additional natural lighting and cross ventilation to each unit.
Additionally, the careful placement of the outer metal panels and fenestration creates a choreographed effect, both revealing
and concealing; thus achieving a unique expression of form and material enhanced by the daring choice of colour. It is these
variations in the depth created between the exterior cladding and the windows which creates a shading screen, shielding the
west facing units from intense effects of heat transfer. Truly a clever incorporation of a building science technique disguised as
artistic form.
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Time to Reach Out to Our
Architectural Technology Students

With summer just behind us and a busy new academic year commencing, I thought it would be an ideal opportunity to share with
you some of my thoughts on what I have been proposing and what I
have achieved already in respect to reaching out to students enrolled in architectural technology programs.
Many of you will know that I have been an Accredited Member of
the Association of Architectural Technologists of Ontario (AATO)
for more than a decade and served on the Governing Council for six
years. During the AATO’s 2013 Annual General Meeting, held in the
Blue Mountain Resort at the end of April, I pledged to form a new
Committee, the Student Liaison Committee (SLC) and over the
summer months I wrote a draft policy for the Committee to be implemented this fall semester throughout the Ontario Colleges and
Universities that have an approved Architectural Technology and
Building Science Program.
The intention of the SLC policy is to ensure that the Student Liaison
Director is appointed to Council in strict accordance with the AATO
Act and Bylaws, something that has not happened in recent years.
The objective, in short, is for each college or university to form their
own AATO student liaison subcommittee which will elect their own
Chair, then each of those chairs will sit on the SLC and, in turn, they
will elect their Chair who will automatically become the twelfth
AATO Councilor with full voting rights. The aim is that the Student
Liaison will be the catalyst between the AATO and the Colleges and
Universities to share, review and implement ideas and concerns that
either party may have and that will ultimately improve the overall
curriculum for the betterment of the profession as a whole.
The process of forming SLC subcommittees is underway with college contacts and presentations. For example, both AATO President, Sharon Creasor and myself will attend the November 19th London Chapter meeting at Fanshawe College where the SLC policy will
be introduced to students and faculty in attendance.
Thanks and best regards.
BRIAN L. ABBEY,
Technologist OAAAS, M.A.A.T.O., BSSO, A.Sc.T., CSC, BCQ

Toronto’s Latest Harmonized Zoning Bylaw (Round 2)
“Driving on the Highway with Two Speed Limits”
Brief History
When Toronto amalgamated back in 1998 the six municipalities of East York, Etobicoke, North York, Scarborough, York and
the former City of Toronto had amongst them 43 different zoning bylaws which were written and revised through the years
to suit each municipality’s development needs.
The amalgamation was a cost-saving measure by the fiscally-conservative provincial government of Mike Harris. Many politicians touted the merger as a way to create efficiency and create a unified Toronto better equipped to compete in the global
marketplace. In terms of zoning, the pre-merger process was straight forward. Each municipality had a good system in place,
the requirements were few and fairly understandable, even though the definitions varied in each municipality, there were
staff behind the counters who were very helpful to the public and explained how to determine the maximum height, the setbacks, the coverage, the gross floor area etc..
Things were not perfect, but somehow the process was understandable and fairly easy to work with whether you were designing a house or a restaurant. The zoning bylaw booklets were available in hard copy only and were sometimes only a few
pages.
With Municipal amalgamation came the need to create a harmonized Toronto zoning bylaw that would simplify the 43 bylaws into one, with the hope that things would better serve the developers and the homeowners. New fees were introduced
based on renovation and new construction area calculations. The permit fees were no longer based on the value of construction (which most of the time were not based on fact). The process became complicated with the introduction of new Zoning
Reviews, Zoning Certificates and the method, the sequence and electronic requirements of applying for a permit. There was
an increase in Committee of Adjustment and Urban Forestry applications because more zoning items were added especially
new landscape requirements, tree preservation, parking etc. Many saw these new additional requirements as a ‘cash grab’ by
the city by making things too confusing.
New Zoning Bylaw 1156-2010
The new City-wide bylaw that was first introduced in 2010 at a cost of $6 million was approximately 7,000 pages with many
exceptions. Instead of simplifying the zoning requirements, things all of a sudden became more complicated. To make matters worse, the 43 old zoning bylaws from the former municipalities which everyone assumed would be repealed, remained
in force and basically all applicants were told to use both the new and old bylaws. It felt like driving on a highway with two
speed limits. Predictably, applicants were subjected to unnecessary hardship and confusion, even the Zoning Examiners had
a hard time giving the proper answers to the Applicants. Understandably, there were multiple appeals (694 in total to the
OMB) against the bylaw to repeal it.
Eventually, Toronto City Council repealed Bylaw 1156-2010 at their meeting of May 17-18, 2011. In a public statement the
said “The impetus to repeal the New By-law was instigated by concerns respecting the 694 unresolved appeals of the New By
-law to the Ontario Municipal Board (OMB) and the lack of transition provisions in the New By-law that have caused difficulty
for landowners and developers trying to obtain building permits in a landscape of changing zoning regulations.”
City Planning Staff were directed to consult with appellants in an attempt to ensure their concerns were addressed in the revised harmonized zoning by-law to be brought forward in the future. Such consultation was to be complete by October 6,
2011.
With the repeal of the New By-law, 43 zoning by-laws remained in force.
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On May 9, 2013, City Council enacted the
new zoning by-law. Again, like the other
zoning by-law, old and new by-laws were
to be used. The latest news on this by-law
is there are already over 400 appeals. It
seems it is heading in the same direction as
its predecessor.
While the new By-law has been primarily
an amalgamation or a consolidation of the
various zoning standards which applied
across the former six municipalities in the
City of Toronto, there is guarantee that the
zoning for a particular piece of land will
remain the same. Adoption of a single set
of standards has resulted in many parcels
of land being more downzone. More stringent standards apply because the consolidated standards adopted are more restrictive than the standards which previously
applied to that parcel of land. Furthermore,
particularly in the commercial and industrial areas, new zones are created. As lands
are shuffled into new or modified Employment or Commercial zones, uses which
were permitted under the current zoning
regime will disappear. Landowners are
again leading the appeal process.
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New Zoning Bylaw 569-2013 (Round 2)

Ward 21 Councillor Peter Milczyn said,
"Nobody preparing a 7,000 page document
is going to get it right the first time"
The question is when will they get it right.
Demetre Bazios
B.A.,Arch.Tech, M.A.A.T.O.

Toronto’s Latest Harmonized Zoning Bylaw (Round 2)
“Driving on the Highway with Two Speed Limits”

HOW ACCESSIBLE ARE
YOUR DESIGNS?
Until recently, I, like many people in our industry, took the pending Accessibility Standards for the Built
Environment (http://www.mcss.gov.on.ca/en/mcss/programs/accessibility/built_environment/ ) coming down the pipeline with a grain of salt. I sympathized with the many business that would have to
spend money to alter their premises to be more accessible. I also felt that all the compliance with 3.8
of the OBC was sometimes a pain to work into an otherwise great design. That is until I had surgery on
my foot in August and was forced to move around in a wheelchair and on crutches. The experience
has been nothing short of an epiphany.
While faced with the prospect of having a non-load bearing cast on for 6 weeks, my perspective has
been adjusted as a result of my own physical viewpoint (looking up from a chair), and from those who
have pushed my wheelchair around. Having to go slowly to watch for the correct entrance, curb cut,
parking lot crossing and signage were just the beginning of my revelations.



At a well-established breakfast restaurant, I tried to use the H/C washroom stall and found a
full size change table blocking the door swing. The door would only open about 24” before
hitting the table.



I visited a newly built winery in Niagara and when exiting the washroom found I could not pull
the 8’ solid wood door open to leave. That’s after my teeth shattering ride over their widely
spaced paving stones in the driveway.



In another H/C stall the toilet paper was placed past the end of the grab bar completely out of
reach.



Numerous washrooms have located or relocated soap dispensers and paper towels out of
reach.



A 24” door is insufficient for a bathroom in a residence as a wheelchair will not fit.



Most stores that have debit machines have them fixed on pedestals that do not tilt forcing
me to stand up to use them (luckily I can stand, imagine those that can’t).



I can’t count the number of restaurants and stores I have encountered that have thresholds
that are 1 ½” or more due to material changes and sinking sidewalks not to mention a minimum of 3 poorly maintained automatic door buttons.



At a movie theatre when exiting through the handicap door I wasn’t able to turn at the end of
the door to go down the ramp as a stair handrail was less than 2’ from the end of the door. I
had to wait for the door to close before proceeding.



On my Niagara winery tour I didn’t come across a single counter that was not bar height
which left me trying to look over a counter about the height of the top of my head. This included the payment areas with – yes you guess it – fixed debit machines. It left me feeling
disconnected from the activity and childlike.
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While out in public here’s what I noticed;

HOW ACCESSIBLE
ARE YOUR DESIGNS?

I am ashamed to say that until last week, instead of
pointing out these conditions to management, I chose
to just leave these venues and make a mental note not to return.
Could it be that management doesn’t see the issues the same
way I didn’t see them previously? With the aging population and
more people using assistive devices, vendors, designers and
builders need to be more mindful of access issues in their buildings and maintenance schedules.
Most building owners, property managers and facility managers
are diligent about maintaining buildings to original standards;
however, more attention could be paid to the mechanisms
(static or variable) that their staff may not experience in their
daily rounds (out of use out of mind).
While I am sure good practices are promoted through their associations, such as BOMA, IFMA and CoreNet, it is important that
the public and in particular, we AATO members, as custodians of
public safety, take the time to point out access issues we see to
the appropriate management in the hopes of identifying, educating and possibly creating an opportunity to work with them
on an improvement plan.
I know I will never enter another building or see a handicapped
person without thinking about all the barriers I have come
across. I will be re-focusing some of my own firm’s practices towards education, recommendations and consulting with owners
surrounding these accessibility and maintenance issues.
I am very proud that the AATO has been invited to join GAATES,
the Global Alliance on Accessible Technologies and Environments (http://www.gaates.org/), as mentioned in the August
AATO update.
Thankfully, my handicap will be over shortly but it leaves me
wondering about those that must live in this environment every
day. Unfortunately no one knows when or if their life will change
due to a medical condition or accident. To add access and service
issues to a disability is unacceptable in this day and age – we
need to be here to help.
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Eileen Tessier
M.A.A.T.O, ARIDO

Dexton Bennett
M.A.A.T.O.
Dexton Bennett is an Architectural
Technologist with over 24 years of
experience. He has been an Accredited Architectural Technologist with the A.A.T.O.
since 2000. He has been an active member
of the Ottawa Chapter holding the portfolios
of Chapter Chair and Secretary in recent
years.
His time and scope in the industry is extensive and varied from corporate, residential,
non-profit, long term care, retail and industrial projects; from new construction to major retro-fits. His experience includes developing and implementing the ‘Official city of
Ottawa CAMP Interior Signage program,
developed master plan for Childhaven InterMain Data Centre for Bell Canada; Zeller’s –
Target retail conversion and implementing
barrier- free upgrades for PWGSC buildings
at Tunney’s Pasture , Ottawa.
Recently Dexton has excepted the portfolio
of Treasurer for the Association and he looks
forward to continuing to serve the membership in a positive focused light, to grow and
strengthen our association.
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national, India; Office Building Conversion to

council
Christian Cote Menard
M.A.A.T.O., Lic. Tech. OAA
Christian is a graduate of La Cité Collégiale in Ottawa where he completed
the three year Architectural Technology program in French. Fully bilingual,
he is able to act as interpreter/
translator for the Association with respect to labour mobility enquiries.
His past experience includes “Le Conseil Scolaire District
Catholique Centre-Sud” ,a French school board; “Magnate Design Inc”, specializing in drafting services for the telecommunications industry, and “Cassidy and Co.”, a medium-sized Architectural Technology firm catering to the residential community
Developers in Ontario.
His experience level advanced when he started working with
Tessier Design consultants, a small Architectural Technology
practice, where he was able to work on larger projects and gain
experience at all levels from concept development to project
close out on both residential and commercial projects, renovations and new builds, as well as a few light and medium industrial projects. This, along with some freelance work made his next
career experience possible.

Christian’s goal as Registrar is to establish a clear understanding
of the membership role in the industry to better serve our clients
and create a solid footing for future growth.
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Currently employed with Turner Fleischer Architects as a Program Coordinator, he is the lead contact for a national rebranding program of a globally-recognized restaurant chain. His duties
include reviewing concepts from the client, directing and supervising a team of junior technologists in preparing construction
documents, responding to client enquiries, liaising with other
Architecture firms across the country, and ensuring the Client’s
expectations are exceeded.

Greg Cherwaty
M.A.A.T.O.
Since starting his professional career, Greg
has been continuously employed in the private
Architectural practice sector and the past year
as a Contract Administrator with Zeidler Partnership Architects in Toronto.
Starting out as a draftsperson, Greg’s career
has developed through project management
and contract administration, working on residential condominiums, recreational facilities,
historic church renovations, Ontario Housing
projects, accessibility improvements, historic
restoration, renovation and conversion projects, institutional
additions, renovations and new construction, commercial development, with the vast amount of the past decade dedicated
to extensive small, medium and larger healthcare renovations
and new construction projects. Construction value ranged
from less than $100K to in access of $175M with the total to
date nearing half a billion dollars.
A graduate of Fanshawe College in 1985 and an Accredited
Technologist since 2005, Greg joined the A.A.T.O. by first attending local Hamilton-Niagara Chapter Meetings starting in
the mid 1990’s, becoming involved in the Chapter Executive,
Chapter Chair Meetings, and in 2012, nominated to the
A.A.T.O. Council.

council
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Greg’s goal for the Association is to encourage public awareness in order to recognize the diversity of skills, backgrounds
and interests of our members. The public will then better access our resources and recognize the A.A.T.O. for its standards
of professionalism within the broad range of other services
within the design and construction industries. Greg currently
holds the portfolio of Council Secretary.

IIDEX CANADA
CANADA’S NATIONAL DESIGN + ARCHITECTURE EXPOSITION & CONFERENCE
IT ALL HAPPENS AT THE DIRECT ENERGY CENTRE IN TORONTO

This is the first year that the AATO is an Association Partner at IIDEX, Canada’s National Design + Architecture Expo and Conference. IIDEX, now in its 29th year, is co-presented by the Interior Designers of Canada
and Architecture Canada | RAIC. This tradeshow brings together over 15,000 interior designers, architects, facility managers, real estate and business executives in a national forum which powers the design industry in Canada.
During two action packed days in September, IIDEX Canada’s 350 exhibitors showcase hundreds of innovative products and services, from all areas of design – workplace, hospitality, retail, healthcare, lighting and
sustainable design, while our CEU accredited international conference program ensures attendees receive
expert advice on the issues shaping this rapidly changing industry. IIDEX also offers numerous opportunities
to network, through receptions, award ceremonies and tours.
Free registration has ended but registration for any seminar includes access to the exhibit hall at IIDEX 2013
for only the cost of the seminar. I would like to remind you that the AATO is putting on a seminar “The Designer's Guide to SB-12” on Thursday, details of which can be found on the following page. Please go to our
website for links to IIDEX registration and all available conferences.
For those AATO members who have not yet registered and still wish to register for IIDEX without cost,
act now! The first fifteen members to email me at screasor@sympatico.ca with the caption “Complimentary
Pass to IIDEX” will be sent a promotional code for a complimentary exhibit hall pass.
I hope to see you at IIDEX!
Sharon Creasor, M.A.A.T.O.
President

idc |

event

interior designers of Canada
designers d’interieur du canada
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With the launch of Spire, the London
Chapter Newsletter, we have been able
to bring our members updated association and chapter information, educational and community news, featured
building articles and unique editorials on
a monthly basis; member feedback has
been a great encouragement as we
stride forward. It is our hope to continue
connecting with many more association
members and students across the province. If you haven’t had a chance to
browse through Spire, it can be found on
the association website in the following
location:
http://aato.ca/chapters/london-chapter

https://www.facebook.com/
AATOLondonChapter
Jim Dodge, M.A.A.T.O.
London Chapter Chair

london

Recently the London Chapter has
launched its Facebook page as an avenue to share ideas and thoughts; allowing Technologists to connect to one another on a regular basis. If you haven’t
already, ‘like’ us on Facebook.

The Toronto West Chapter meets on the first Wednesday of each month at
Canadiana Restaurant and Banquet Hall in Etobicoke. Please visit the AATO
website for the complete list of Toronto West Chapter seminars.

The Ottawa Chapter regularly holds learning seminars which offer
industry experts a chance to promote their products and services to
our members. Keep pace with the constant demands of a changing
design and construction industry. Visit our website, aato-ottawa.ca
for more information about the Ottawa Chapter.

Andre Spencer, M.A.A.T.O.
Ottawa Chapter Chair

toronto east
Toronto East Chapter welcomes the new chapter executive as elected at the June
Chapter meeting.
Chair: Ron Bourdon
Secretary: Denis Heroux
Treasurer: Brian Edwards
Seminar Coordinator: John Vanderwoerd
Communications Coordinator: Eileen Tessier
Past Chair: Martin Paivio
The members of the TEC wish to thank Martin Paivio for his past service as Chapter
Chair and wish him well on his new post with AATO council.
The Toronto East chapter welcomes new members to join us at the Bayview Community Centre in Richmond Hill, 3rd Tuesday of Each month, for lively discussion and
informative insights.
We are currently researching possible tours and other networking/education opportunities. Please visit the AATO website for the complete list of Toronto East Chapter
seminars.
Ron Bourdon, M.A.A.T.O.
Toronto East Chapter Chair
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Meetings are held monthly, with great
thanks to Fanshawe College for providing a venue location and with the support of local Architecture firms for granting us access to their projects during
construction - facilitating tours.

toronto west

ottawa

Three years ago, after a lengthy hiatus,
the London Chapter made a successful
return to activity. We are proud of the
support we receive from our members,
our engagement with the local students
and our continued growth within the
Chapter.

The Designer's Guide to

SB-12
PRESENTED BY THE
AATO AT IIDEX 2013

On January 1st, 2012, Supplementary Standard SB-12
came into force in the Ontario Building Code. This new
standard requires more intensive energy efficient design
for Part 9 Residential Buildings. In addition, where the old
Code had one way to comply with energy efficiency
requirements, the new Code has a large number of compliance options.

Thursday, September 26, 2013
2:30PM - 3:30PM

It is therefore important that designers are aware of the
consequences of SB-12 during the design phase of a project. In the past, designers waited until the working drawing phase to deal with insulation values and HVAC systems.
With the new regulations, it is imperative that these
decisions are made early to avoid potential conflicts with
SB-12 compliance which will impact client approvals, timelines and project budgets.

At the time of publication, this seminar at IIDEX was almost
sold-out. There are a limited number of seats for those
members who act quickly. However, the AATO is considering offering this seminar again at a future event, such as
next year’s AGM.
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This one hour session, presented by Brian Abbey, will provide participants with basic overview of OBC Supplementary Standard SB-12. This will facilitate better decision
making during the design phase of a Part 9 residential
building, by including SB-12 compliance into your design
proposals. You will be informed of how to begin the process and where to go to find workable solutions and available shortcuts.

In Memoriam
The AATO Council would like to acknowledge the following members who passed away
in the past year:
Mr. Eric Buchholz
Mr. Hendrik Gaveel
Mr. Ronald J. Goodyear
Prof. Yiu Shue Lam
Mr. Joseph W. S. Leung
Mr. Ernest J. Pascoe
We offer our sympathy and condolences to the families, friends and colleagues of these
esteemed members.

A Personal Memorial
During the preparation of this premier issue of ATQ, Jules Paivio, father of Council member Martin Paivio, passed away quietly in his Aurora senior’s residence. Although not a
member of the AATO, I would like acknowledge Prof. Jules Paivio’s affect on my life in
this memorial note.
When I attended Ryerson in the early 1980s, he was a solid professor of Building Science.
It was not until recently that I was enlightened to the fact that Jules Paivio was Chair of
Ryerson’s Architectural Science program at the time that Prof. Bob Greenberg was
hired. Bob, who always insisted on designing well and reaching higher, was influential in
my development as an Architectural Technologist and leader. It is hard to believe in this
day and age that an anti-Jewish sentiment existed, but Jules Paivio fought to include
both Bob Greenberg and another favoured professor, Joe Shienen in Ryerson’s faculty in
the 1970s.
I met Jules son, Martin Paivio, at Bob Greenberg’s retirement party, when he reintroduced me to his father as a Ryerson alumni who was involved in the AATO. This illustrates how we are all connected in this profession and even this planet. It should also
be noted that Jules Paivio was the last surviving Canadian veteran of the Spanish Civil
War. I offer my condolences to Martin and his family for their loss.
Sharon Creasor, M.A.A.T.O.

memoriam

Editor, ATQ
After this years Annual General Meeting, a reception was held for all in attendance, and the discussion of
Communication with all of you, the members, arose. I recall some exciting conversations and ideas, ways to
re-engage a membership that has for far too long been disconnected; and on the spot a Communication
Committee was formed. The Committee includes:
Demetre (Jim) Bazios, AATO Director, Communication Committee Chair
Sharon Creaser, AATO President
Eileen Tessier
Italo Leonardi

note

As the editor of Architectural Technology Quarterly I am tasked with sourcing content, graphic design, implementation, and commissioning of our new Association Magazine; however this could not be done alone.

Andre Spencer, Ottawa Chapter Chair
Jim Dodge, Editor ATQ; London Chapter Chair
Without the drive and enthusiasm of the newly formed Communication Committee none of this would be
possible and I’d like to recognize them here.
That being said, we have a lot of work to do, and it doesn’t end with this magazine. The Communication
Committee will be working on initiatives and efforts focusing on a Vision and Strategy to develop a solid direction for the present and the future. That strategy will involve all members; all will have a chance to be
heard and recognized as we move forward.
ATQ is meant to be a publication for our members, by our members and we welcome your thoughts, ideas,
and insights. Have an article or piece you think may interest the Association as a whole, submit it for possible inclusion in a future edition.
In addition to ATQ, the Communication Committee is here for just that, to communicate with our members.
While the bulk of communications will be distributed through ATQ, do not hesitate to contact the Committee for any questions, concerns, ideas, thoughts, inquiries, etc. that you may have. If we do not have the answer, we will put you in contact with the person who does. See below, or on the Contents page, for contact
information.
The Association has a renewed drive and focus and is striving to make the AATO bigger, better and stronger. All members will have a voice, we’ll grow the Association together and be seen as a strong positive force
in our industry.
The path ahead for the AATO will be an exciting one, and I am eager and thrilled to be part of the journey.

JIM DODGE, M.A.A.T.O.
Editor, ATQ; Communication Committee; London Chapter Chair

Architectural Technology Quarterly (ATQ)

Communication Committee

Editor: Jim Dodge, M.A.A.T.O

Chair: Demetre (Jim) Bazios, M.A.A.T.O.

ATQmagazine@gmail.com

demetredesign@rogers.com
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Contact:

